Liquid-crystalline materials containing fullerenes are valuable in the development of supramolecular switches and in solar cell technology. In this study, we characterize the liquid-crystalline and dynamic properties of fullerene-containing thermotropic compounds using solid-state natural abundance 13 C NMR experiments under stationary and magic angle spinning sample conditions. Chemical shifts spectra were measured in isotropic, liquid-crystalline nematic and smectic A and crystalline phases using one-dimensional 13 C experiments, while two-dimensional separated local-field experiments were used to measure the 1 H-13 C dipolar couplings in mesophases. Chemical shift and dipolar coupling parameters were used to characterize the structure and dynamics of the liquid-crystalline dyads. NMR data of fullerene-containing thermotropic liquid crystals are compared to that of basic mesogenic unit and mesomorphic promoter compounds. Our NMR results suggest that the fullerene-ferrocene dyads form highly dynamic liquid-crystalline phases in which molecules rotate fast around the symmetry axis on the characteristic NMR time scale of ∼10 -4 s.
Introduction
The self-organization in two-dimensional (2D) and threedimensional (3D) space offered by the liquid crystals is an ideal vehicle to explore and control the organization of matter on the nanometer scale. 1 Design of functional supramolecular mesomorphic materials, which combine the organization behavior of liquid crystals with the properties of the fullerenes, is expected to have a strong impact on the future development of materials science. 1 Because of the unique photophysical and electrochemical properties of C 60 , 2 the latter was combined with ferrocene, 3 tetrathiafulvalene (TTF), 4 or oligophenylenevinylene (OPV) 5 and a mesomorphic promoter to develop liquidcrystalline donor-acceptor dyads for which photoinduced electron and/or energy transfer could be achieved. Such dyads are appealing for the design of supramolecular switches 2 and in solar cell technology. 6 The above liquid crystals gave rise to smectic B and/or smectic A phases in agreement with the nature and structure of the liquid-crystalline addends grafted onto C 60 . On the other hand, no studies on the high-resolution structural and dynamical characterization of these molecules have been reported so far. Such investigations would better our understanding of the general properties of these materials. In this study, we use high-resolution solid-state NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) techniques to characterize the liquid-crystalline and dynamic properties of fullerene-containing thermotropic liquid crystals (compounds 3 and 4), liquid-crystalline promoter (compound 2), and mesogenic unit (compound 1) (Figure 1 ). The peralkylated ferrocene unit was oxidized to see a possible influence of the charge on the NMR properties.
NMR spectroscopy is a powerful experimental tool to investigate the structure and dynamics of crystalline, noncrystalline, and nonsoluble materials at atomistic-level resolution. 7, 8 Particularly, it is impressive that the applications of solid-state NMR spectroscopy are not limited by the molecular size, solubility, or phase of system under study. Therefore, highresolution information on molecular structure and mobility can be obtained from isotropic, solid, and liquid-crystalline phases of a variety of materials. 7,9,10 Carbon-13 NMR spectroscopy has several advantages for studying mesophases. Isotropic "solutionlike" carbon-13 chemical shift spectra with excellent signal-tonoise ratios can be obtained even from nonisotropic samples and without the need for an isotopic enrichment in the sample. Because 13 C chemical shift resonances from chemically nonequivalent sites are typically well-resolved, it is easy to identify the chemical groups of the molecule under study. In addition, simple one-dimensional (1D) 13 C isotropic chemical shift measurements can reveal the crystalline and amorphous properties of the sample. Anisotropic spin interactions, such as chemical shifts or dipolar couplings, observed in 1D or 2D spectra provide information on molecular ordering, structure, and phase transitions. 7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] The experiments were carried out on both stationary and magic angle spinning (MAS) experimental conditions.
Experimental Section
2.1. Materials. The compounds under investigation were prepared by adapting previously described procedures; 3 the syntheses will be reported in a subsequent paper. The phase transition temperatures are reported in Figure 2. 2.2. NMR Experiments. NMR experiments were performed at a magnetic field of 9.4 T on a Chemagnetics/Varian Infinity 400 MHz spectrometer at the resonance frequencies of 400 and 100 MHz for protons ( 1 H) and carbons ( 13 C), respectively. A 5 mm double-resonance MAS probe was used. The measurements were performed on samples either at stationary or MAS experimental conditions with a spinning frequency up to 10 kHz. For the signal enhancement by Hartmann-Hahn cross-polarization (CP), [16] [17] [18] the radio frequency (rf) fields with nutation frequencies of 40-60 kHz and contact times of 1-3 ms were applied. Heteronuclear dipolar decoupling during the detection period was achieved by using a 70 kHz TPPM (two pulse phase modulation) irradiation. 19 Carbon-13 chemical shifts were referenced to the MAS spectra obtained for solid adamantane sample. 20 Macroscopically aligned samples in mesophase were prepared by slowly cooling at a rate less than 0.1 K/min from the isotropic phase, while the sample was in the 9.4 T magnetic field of the 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. Unoriented powderlike samples were used for MAS experiments in solid or smectic phases. Random powder distribution of crystallites or liquidcrystalline domains was ensured by using a sample freshly packed in the MAS rotor or by cooling a sample from its isotropic phase to smectic phase outside the magnetic field. Numerical simulations of NMR spectra were carried out using the SIMPSON simulation package. 21 2.3. Liquid-Crystalline Properties. Transition temperatures were determined with a differential scanning Mettler DSC 822 calorimeter, under N 2 /He, at a rate of 10°C min -1 ; the instrument was calibrated with In (onset temperature, 156.6 ( 0.3°C; heat flow, 28.45 ( 0.6 J g -1 ). The textures of the liquidcrystalline phases were observed using a Zeiss-Axioskop polarizing microscope equipped with a Linkam-THMS-600 variable-temperature stage, under N 2 .
Results and Discussion
3.1. 13 C Isotropic Chemical Shift Spectra. Carbon-13 chemical shift spectra of compounds 1 and 2 obtained in isotropic liquid state of static samples are shown in Figure 3a ,b, respectively. Because the corresponding isotropic phase spectra of compounds 3 and 4 exhibited broad peaks (see, for example, the spectrum of compound 3 in Figure 5 ), we have included MAS spectra of these two compounds recorded in their mesophases where much narrower resonances were observed (Figure 3c,d ). There was no significant difference in the isotropic chemical shift values measured from isotropic state and mesophase as demonstrated for compound 2 in Figure 4 . While there was no attempt made to unambiguously assign all carbon-13 isotropic signals, it is obvious from the chemical shift values that the peaks in the 150-165 and 115-140 ppm ranges belong to the carbonyl and aromatic carbons, respectively. 22 Peaks in the 64-70 and 20-35 ppm ranges result from the R-methylene carbons and the rest of the methylene groups in the side chains, respectively.
Compound 3 exhibited 13 C isotropic chemical shift peaks around 144, 80, and 10 ppm (Figure 3c ), which were not observed in the spectra of other liquid-crystalline compounds. The broad resonances ∼80 and ∼144 ppm correspond to signals from sp2 and sp3 carbons of C60, respectively, 4,23 while the origin of the peak at 10 ppm is not known. (C60 signals were not observed in a sample of compound 4 due to a low signalto-noise ratio.) 13 C MAS spectra recorded in the solid phase exhibited broad spectral lines, characteristic of the amorphous state (ca. Figures  4c, 5c , and 6b). Narrow 13 C chemical shift spectral lines in the mesophases are characteristic of liquid-crystalline nature of the sample with fast anisotropic molecular rotations on the typical time scale of spin interactions (10 -4 s). Somewhat broad peaks were observed from the mesophases of compounds 3 and 4 as compared to compound 2, which could be attributed to slow and/or restricted motional effects. These observations are likely due to the steric restrictions for the molecular rotations imposed by the presence of the attached fullerene in these compounds.
3.2. 13 C Chemical Shift Spectra of Static Macroscopically Oriented Samples. 3.2.1. One-Dimensional 13 C Chemical Shift Spectra. The samples of compounds 1 and 2 were macroscopically aligned, with the director uniformly oriented with the respect to the magnetic field, by slowly cooling the samples from their isotropic phases in the presence of the static magnetic field of the NMR spectrometer. Carbon-13 chemical shift spectra of aligned samples along with their isotropic phase spectra are displayed in Figures 7 and 8 for compounds 1 and 2, respectively. While no unambiguous correspondence between resonances in isotropic and mesophases was accomplished in this study, it is obvious that the observed chemical shift values for the aromatic resonances in the mesophases (δ | ) are shifted downfield with respect to the isotropic peaks (for different peaks the shifts are in the range of 25-30 ppm). Significant downfield shift of the aromatic and small upfield of aliphatic resonances is typical of thermotropic mesophases of calamitic molecules. 24 Such an observation confirms that molecules align with their long axis parallel to the magnetic field direction due to the positive bulk magnetic susceptibility. With the assumption that the molecular rotation axis is approximately parallel to the plane of the aromatic ring, the least shielded principal chemical shift anisotropy component, (δ 33 ), parallel to the normal of the aromatic ring plane, 22 is averaged to zero. The frequency value of the component (δ | ) is determined by the two in-plane components δ 11 and δ 22 (with typical values in the ranges of 220-230 and 150-160 ppm, respectively 25 ) that are partially averaged by the molecular rotations. The anisotropic chemical shift values are very similar in these two samples, suggesting the similarity of the molecular orientational order. This is further confirmed by the measurement of the dipolar coupling values as described below in section 3.3.
Two fullerene-containing samples, compounds 3 and 4, do not exhibit nematic phase and do not orient macroscopically in the magnetic field of the spectrometer. This property of these compounds can be attributed to their high viscosity of the smectic phase. It should be noted that these samples preserve high viscosity even in the isotropic phase, where broad 13 C spectral lines were observed.
3.3. Two-Dimensional 1 H-13 C Separated Local-Field (SLF) Spectra. 3.3.1. SLF Spectra of Oriented Samples. Twodimensional SLF experiments correlate the chemical shift interaction with the heteronuclear dipolar couplings. 7, 26 A variety of laboratory frame and rotating frame techniques 27, 28 have been developed and utilized to determine high-resolution structures of chemical and biological molecules on aligned samples 26,29 as well as on samples under MAS. 26, 30 Our recent studies reported that some of the rotating frame SLF pulse sequences like PISEMA (polarization inversion spin exchange at the magic angle), 26 BB-PISEMA (broadband-PISEMA), and HIMSELF (heteronuclear isotropic mixing spin exchange via local field) provide very high-resolution heteronuclear dipolar coupling spectral lines, whereas laboratory frame SLF pulse sequences like PDLF 27,31 in general are not efficient in suppressing homonuclear 1 H-1 H dipolar couplings; therefore, the resultant SLF spectra are not that high in spectral resolution for rigid solids. 32 In addition, our studies showed that the laboratory frame SLF sequence, PDLF (proton-encoded SLF), is useful for the accurate measurement of heteronuclear dipolar couplings from dynamical semisolids like liquid crystals. 32 Therefore, in this C dipolar coupling spectral slices extracted from 2D PDLF spectra of compounds 1 (left column) and 2 (right column) in oriented mesophase at 160 and 140°C, respectively. Slices were taken from the corresponding 2D spectra at the chemical shift positions (from top to bottom) 14, 30, 63, 65, 164, and 221 ppm as indicated in Figure 9 for compound 1. study, we apply the PDLF pulse sequence to characterize the liquid-crystalline compounds at a higher resolution using the experimentally measured C-H dipolar couplings. In a 2D PDLF spectrum, the 1 H-13 C dipolar coupling split doublets in the first (indirectly detected) frequency dimension are correlated with the 13 C chemical shift interaction in the second (direct) frequency dimension. A contour plot 2D PDLF spectrum of compound 1 is shown in Figure 9 .
For most of the carbon sites, well-resolved doublets resulted from the 1 H-13 C dipolar couplings are observed. As typical of thermotropic mesophases of calamitic molecules, 11 larger splittings are observed for aliphatic carbons than for the aromatic core sites. The R-methylene carbons exhibit the largest 1 H-13 C dipolar splittings. 1 H-13 C dipolar splittings observed for the aromatic carbons are small due to specific orientation of the C-H bond with respect to molecular axis (see below). The dipolar splittings observed for the carbonyl carbons are due to the weak coupling with the remote protons in the adjacent aromatic rings.
The 1 H-13 C dipolar splitting is given by
where S CH is the local order parameter of the C-H bond vector, d CH is the dipolar coupling constant for a rigid molecule, and k ≈ 0.42 is the scaling factor due to the homonuclear decoupling multiple pulse sequence BLEW48 33 used in the 2D PDLF experiment. The experimental scaling factor k ≈ 0.40 estimated from the scaling of the proton resonance offset frequency is close to the theoretical value (0.42). Any contributions from carbon-proton J couplings are neglected. The local order parameter describes the averaged orientation of the C-H vector in the laboratory frame, which is defined by the direction of the external magnetic field. With the director parallel to the external magnetic field, the order parameter is given by
where ϑ PN is the angle between the internuclear vector P and the liquid crystalline director N, and d 00 2 (cos ϑ PN ) ) (3 cos 2 ϑ PN -1)/2 is the reduced Wigner matrix element. For the directly bonded C and H atoms, d CH ≈ 21.5 kHz and S CH corresponds to the C-H bond order parameter. The local order parameter in the rigid molecular fragments can be connected to the conventional molecular order parameter S of the mesophase via
where ϑ PN is the angle between the bond vector and the molecular symmetry axis. The bond order parameter S CH for the aromatic sites is typically small in the calamitic liquid crystals with the rigid aromatic core. This is because the angle ϑ PN is in vicinity of the magic angle value of 54.7°, where the value of the Wigner matrix element is close to zero. The exception is however expected for the single C-H pair in junction aromatic ring (for compounds 2, 3, and 4) where the CH vector is virtually parallel to the molecular symmetry axis. Unfortunately, the corresponding 13 C signal from this single site Selected dipolar coupling slices from the 2D R-PDLF spectra of compounds 2 (left column), 3 (middle), and 4 (right) samples in the mesophase at 140, 130, and 130°C, respectively. Spectral slices were taken from the corresponding 2D spectra at the chemical shift positions 28 (top row), 68 (middle), and 128 ppm (bottom) as also indicated in Figure 11 for compound 4. Calculated 1 H-13 C dipolar coupling spectra for R-carbon groups are shown in dashed lines.
where k R ≈ 0.32 is the theoretical scaling factor of the recoupling sequence R18 7 1 applied in this experiment. 35 In practice, finite line broadening may influence the dipolar splitting frequency. Numerical calculations of selected dipolar coupling spectra were performed to estimate the dipolar couplings <d CH > values by fitting the calculated spectra to experimental line shapes. Calculated 1 H-13 C dipolar coupling spectra for R-carbon group are included in Figure 12 . Corresponding C-H bond order parameters S CH are estimated to be 0.28, 0.31, and 0.29 for compounds 2, 3, and 4, respectively, practically similar within experimental errors. The order parameter for compound 2 is also comparable with that obtained from the dipolar coupling spectra of static samples. Slight deviations in the order parameters for compound 2 obtained by two SLF methods can be attributed to the effects of J coupling (J CH ≈ 140 Hz) on the observed spectral splittings in static samples (J couplings are not recoupled by R sequence in the R-PDLF experiment) and to the uncertainty in the dipolar coupling scaling factors.
Conclusions
NMR data confirmed the results from other techniques that highly dynamic liquid-crystalline phases are formed by fullerene-ferrocene dyads. The degree of the molecular ordering is similar to that of the low molecular weight analogues. The high viscosity of the fullerene-ferrocene dyads in liquidcrystalline state prevents their macroscopic orientation in the magnetic field. It is concluded from the 13 C NMR spectral line shapes that the molecules in the mesophase undergo rotation around the symmetry axis fast on the characteristic NMR time scale of ∼10 -4 s as defined by the magnitude of the anisotropic spin interactions. In the case of compounds 3 and 4, the restricted rotation, due to the steric constraints, is also not excluded. More detailed information on the geometry and the time scale can be obtained by the measurement of the shapes of the dipolar 13 C-1 H and 13 C chemical shift anisotropy spectra.
is weak and overlaps with the signals from other multiple aromatic sites. Therefore, it was not resolved in the spectra reported in this study.
In Figure 9 , selected 1 H-13 C dipolar coupling spectral slices extracted from the 2D PDLF spectrum of compound 1 are shown and compared to corresponding spectral slices of compound 2. It is obvious that the dipolar splitting frequencies and, hence, the order parameters, are comparable in two samples. The bond order parameters for R-methylene carbon, exhibiting largest dipolar splitting frequency, and for the terminal methyl group of compound 1 are estimated to be S CH ≈ 0.24 and 0.050, respectively. Corresponding values for compound 2 are 0.26 and 0.056. Thus, the molecular ordering is similar (as concerning the time scale and motional amplitudes) for these two compounds in spite of the difference in the molecular weight and structure. Somewhat larger line widths in 1 H-13 C dipolar coupling spectra for compound 2 are due presumably to less uniform director orientation; it should be noted that large line widths in the 1D 13 C chemical shift spectra were also observed. It could also be possible that the compound 2 may exist in the smectic A phase at this temperature that could result in some line broadening.
3.3.2. MAS SLF Spectra of Powder Samples. Magic angle sample spinning SLF experiments were performed in powderlike samples with random director orientation. To ensure powder distribution, samples were prepared by cooling from isotropic phase outside the magnet of the NMR spectrometer. The heteronuclear 1 H-13 C dipolar couplings in the powder samples of the liquid crystalline compounds under study were measured using the 2D R-PDLF type SLF MAS experiments. 34 A contour plot 2D R-PDLF spectrum of compound 4 is shown in Figure  11 . A few selected 1 H-13 C dipolar coupling spectral slices are shown in Figure 12 . In agreement with the results from static 2D PDLF spectra of compounds 1 and 2, larger 1 H-13 C splittings are seen for the methylene carbons than for the aromatic carbons. The widths of the 1 H-13 C dipolar coupling spectral pattern are also of similar magnitude for all of these three samples. In the limit of the negligible line broadening relaxation effects, the frequency separation between the maxima in the dipolar coupling powder pattern is given by the scaled motionally averaged dipolar coupling
